
Autumn Newsletter 2019

Dear Members,

The autumn is now officially upon us and we have nearly 3 months ahead of us to fish at Piplye and
nearly 2 months at Cinder Hill, so please dust off the rods if they haven’t been used much over the
summer and make the most of the remainder of this season. This year has so far been one of our
best seasons in many years with catches up to June showing many bag limits and lots of visits from
members, in fact the quality of the fish this season has been exceptional and our supplier Duncton
Mill has pulled out all the stops to ensure we have had top quality fighting fish throughout.

It was inevitable that the hot spells in July and August would slow the catch rates down considerably
and  members’  visits  to  the  lakes  showed  this,  however  our  water  quality  remained  good  and
although water temperatures went well over 20 degrees our dissolved oxygen levels remained good,
few fish fatalities were recorded and the lakes are now in first class condition.

Over the summer the bottom lake at Cinder Hill had some dramatic tree removals by our landlords
which in time will enable more of the lake to be fished, plus regular working parties by our dedicated
group of regulars (please come and join them) have ensured that the lakes are in excellent condition
for the last few months of the season.

The  photo  above  left  is  from  4th of  September  when  we  commissioned  a  professional  lake
maintenance contractor to remove all the weed from the top 2 lakes at Piplye to relieve the burden
from the  working  parties.   However,  we  need  a  large  group  of  volunteers  on  Wednesday  11 th

September to remove the weed cleared from the banks and dispose of  in the undergrowth, so

please make this free if you are able and muster on Wednesday 11th @ 9.00am to help – it’s

in all our interests to help with this as we as a syndicate have to maintain our own lakes.

Your syndicate needs 



This year has been busy with events such as the very successful MacMillan Nurses fund raiser in April
when 24 members and guests fished at Cinder Hill and raised over £600 for such a worthy cause, as
well as a great day fishing plus a fantastic BBQ with hot and cold drinks served all day (plus a cool
beer or two!). We have had success again promoting our sport at the South of England Show in June
and Connect with the Countryside at the Ardingly Showground in July and eagerly anticipate the
forthcoming Game Fair in October.

Targeted advertising and extensive PR on social media with the Freshwater Informer magazine has
assisted the syndicate  in  growing its  membership  back to much healthier  levels,  providing both
excellent new members and a positive future for the coming  years.

The autumn stocking has already started and plenty of fish have and will be stocked into all of the
lakes over the next few weeks to ensure that quality fishing is available for the remainder of the
season, so get the rods out and get to the lakes!

Please do take part  in the annual auction,  details  of  which will  have been sent  by email  to  all
members, it is a great way to bid for some excellent lots and raise money for the syndicate for the
2020 season (weed cutting boats don’t come cheap!!)

Work is in progress to update and improve our syndicate website so please visit and let us know
what you think, and for those who favour social media our Facebook page is updated weekly with
updates on catches as well as general fishing information.  To avoid possible disappointment, please
make sure you have the Estate Shooting dates in your diary.  These are also detailed in the Members
Area of the Cinder Hill website.

We are hoping to hold a small Casting Course for some adult beginners on the afternoon of Sunday
the  29th.  of  September  at  Piplye.   The  Cinder  Hill  fishery  will,  of  course  be  fully  available  to
Members.

Early in 2020 we will  hold our next AGM and, to encourage mass attendance we are looking at
holding it on a Saturday afternoon to relieve the stress of travelling out on a cold February night, so
watch out for details of this we will be in contact in due course.

Tight lines – we hope to see you on the banks very soon.

Best wishes,

Rod Yuill  (Chairman), Robert Nathan (Treasurer),  Mark Orchin (Secretary / Organiser) -
and the Cinder Hill Committee.

September 2019.


